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Developing Agent-Oriented Video 
Surveillance System through 
Agent-Oriented Methodology (AOM)
Agent-oriented methodology (AOM) is a comprehen-
sive and unified agent methodology for agent-oriented 
software development. Although AOM is claimed to 
be able to cope with a complex system development, 
it is still not yet determined up to what extent this may 
be true. Therefore, it is vital to conduct an investiga-
tion to validate this methodology. This paper presents 
the adoption of AOM in developing an agent-oriented 
video surveillance system (VSS). An intruder han-
dling scenario is designed and implemented through 
AOM. AOM provides an alternative method to engi-
neer a distributed security system in a systematic man-
ner. It presents the security system at a holistic view; 
provides a better conceptualization of agent-oriented 
security system and supports rapid prototyping as well 
as simulation of video surveillance system.
ACM CCS (2012) Classification: Computing method-
ologies → Artificial intelligence → Distributed artifi-
cial intelligence → Intelligent agents
Software and its engineering → Software notations 
and tools → System description languages → System 
modeling languages
Keywords: agent-oriented software engineering, video 
surveillance
1. Introduction
Agent technology has been used in building 
various domain specific applications. The agent 
paradigm introduces a software entity (e.g. 
agent) that is autonomous, proactive and able 
to interact with other agents for task accom-
plishment [1]. This kind of software supports 
complex applications like ambient intelligence, 
e-business, peer-to-peer, bio-informatics, ne-
gotiation [2] which demand the software to be 
robust, effective [3], co-operative to wide envi-
ronments, customizable to support user needs, 
secure, and evolve over time to cope with 
changing requirements.
Until recently, the agent technology has been 
adopted in a range of areas including collabo-
rative learning games [4], rural ICT [5], ubi- 
quitous computing, e-commerce (business to 
business-B2B and business to client-B2C) [6], 
robotic [7], library [8], e-learning, manufactu- 
ring, logistic [9], environment, banking [10], 
construction [11], bioinformatics, accident 
management [12], power management [3], cri-
sis management [13], sustainable software [14], 
mathematical model [15] and grid computing. 
For example, the agent technology is used to 
support the collaborative design environment 
among the project's participants in the construc-
tion application. It is used to facilitate decision 
support at various stages of construction project 
like engineering design, negotiation and so on. 
However, agent technology has not been widely 
adopted by the software community [16]. The 
reasons for the setbacks are the diversity of 
agent-oriented software engineering methodo- 
logies and the lack of maturity in some of the 
methodologies [17]. The agent methodologies 
are proposed to aid the agent developer with 
the introduction of technique, terminology, no-
tation and guideline during the development of 
the agent system [18].
To date, about 30 agent-oriented methodolo-
gies have been introduced [19]. It is reported 
that some of the agent methodologies lack ge- 
nerality. They are focused on specific systems 
and agent architectures [20]. In addition, some 
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of the methodologies do not consist of suffi-
cient detail to be of real use [21]. The variety 
of agent methodologies that have direct or in-
direct influences on the object-oriented metho- 
dologies can cause difficulty for the industrial 
developers in selecting the methodology [17]. 
This paper presents a detailed case study to 
validate agent-oriented methodology (AOM). 
Agent-oriented methodology (AOM) [22] is 
a comprehensive and unified agent methodo- 
logy for agent-oriented software development. 
Although AOM is claimed to be able to cope 
with a complex system development, it is still 
not yet determined up to what extent this may 
be true. Therefore, it is vital to conduct an in-
vestigation to validate this methodology in or-
der to promote the agent technology to a wider 
community.
Video surveillance is a complex system. The 
adoption of agent technology in video surveil-
lance leads to several benefits. The agent para-
digm supports decentralization, autonomy, fault 
tolerance and flexible [1], robustness, low cou-
pling [23]. Hence, it is worth to research into 
the adoption of AOM in this domain.
The paper first covers the requirements of the 
video surveillance system (VSS) through HO-
MER, an elicitation method for AOM. Then, 
the conceptualized domain modelling of VSS 
is presented. This is followed by the elabora-
tion of VSS design through platform indepen-
dent design modelling. Finally, it demonstrates 
the transformation of the design models into 
JADE implementation. The main contribution 
of this paper is to validate the AOM through 
a case study of VSS development. This paper 
shows the feasibility and applicability of AOM 
to model a complex distributed system. In ad-
dition, the detailed modelling can be served as 
a guideline for developers in engineering a dis-
tributed security system, VSS.
Section 2 presents the survey on agent-based 
video surveillance systems. It covers the cur-
rent practice in designing and developing 
agent-based surveillance systems and the 
background of agent-oriented methodology. 
An elaborated case study is presented in Sec-
tion 3. An intruder handling scenario is high-
lighted and used for the rest of the discussion in 
this paper. Section 4 and Section 5 present the 
modelling process of intruder handling through 
AOM. Section 4 covers the requirement eli- 
citation step in AOM. Meanwhile, Section 5 
presents the details modelling of intruder han-
dling through conceptual domain modelling, 
platform independent design and modelling and 
platform specific design and modelling. Sec-
tion 6 presents the implementation of intruder 
handling in JADE, a multi-agent platform for 
developing agents in Java. A runtime aspect of 
agent based intruder handling is presented in 
this section. The paper is concluded in Section 
7.
2. Related Works
Agent technology is adopted in video surveil-
lance [1], [24], [25]. A multi-agent framework 
is introduced for the detection of suspicious ac-
tivities in crowded scenes in a distributed mul-
ti-camera closed circuit TV (CCTV) network 
environment [1]. In [24], [26], agent coordi-
nation protocol and scheme are introduced to 
support agents-controlled camera. In this case, 
the agent behaves like human camera opera-
tor to reason and communicate on surveillance 
tasks. A multi-agent architecture is introduced 
to overcome the limitations of the current sur-
veillance systems [25]. It has been reported that 
the current surveillance solutions suffer from 
the lack of flexibility and scalability. An empi- 
rical study is conducted and it validates the flexi- 
bility and scalability of the agent technology in 
distributed video surveillance [25]. From the 
survey, a software engineering approach (e.g. 
agent architecture, requirement engineering 
study etc) is adopted when designing and deve- 
loping multi-agent video surveillance system. 
Although agent methodologies are introduced, 
there is not much addressing in designing and 
developing an agent-based video surveillance 
system. In line with the work to adopt agent 
methodology in agent-based video surveillance 
[24], [27], [28], [29], we adopt AOM in design-
ing and developing a video surveillance system. 
The AOM is able to provide an alternative tech-
nique in modelling an agent-based surveillance 
system.
[27] presents the modelling of a surveillance 
system using the agent methodology named 
Ignenias. [23] provides a detailed description 
of VigilAgent methodology, which has been 
applied to modelling and implements mul-
tisensory surveillance systems. Finally, [28] 
presents the modelling and development of a 
person-following mobile robot application us-
ing Prometheus.
to send messages or to perform an action. An 
agent is proactive if its mental state is capable 
of triggering an activity. An agent reacts due to 
the perception received through a communica-
tion action or physical action by a human agent. 
A communication action involves exchanging 
messages between agents. A physical action in-
volves a direct command by a human, which 
normally occurs through a graphical user inter-
face.
Interaction Model. An interaction model mo- 
dels the social influence between agents. In this 
model, interactions between agents are repre-
sented through message passing. The interac-
tion model models the content and the order of 
the messages to be exchanged.
Scenario model. A scenario model consists of 
activities to describe how agents carry out cer-
tain roles to achieve a particular goal.
Knowledge model. A knowledge model rep-
resents the details of the information types 
that are required by agents to solve a particular 
problem. A knowledge model specifies infor-
mational object types, predicate types, relation-
ships between objects, and private and shared 
objects.
3. Elaborated Case Study – 
Distributed Video Surveillance 
System – Intruder Handling Scenario
Residential home burglary is a serious social 
problem in Malaysia. Thieves like to break 
into houses when the house is unattended, es-
pecially during daytime. Thieves are intruders 
who break into the house through climbing 
over the wall, breaking the lock or door etc. In 
order to prevent thieves and home break-ins, 
CCTV is installed to monitor any intruders who 
are entering the house. The CCTV detects any 
unfamiliar faces or intruders, then sends an in-
trusion alert to the house owner as well as to 
the police station. The police officer will wait 
for the confirmation of the detected intruder 
from the house owner and further notify the on 
duty police patrol officer if needed. In addition, 
the police officer will contact the house owner 
for further action. In the following section, we 
present modelling of the elaborated case study 
through AOM. This involves elicitation re-
quirement process, and agent modelling (CIM, 
PIM and PSM).
AOM is a methodology to model a complex so-
cio-technical system. Sterling and Taveter com-
bined the ROADMAP and AOR methodology 
[22] to produce a set of systematic methods, 
vocabularies and notations for conceptualizing 
socio-technical systems. It is compliant to mo- 
del-driven development approach. Generally, 
the modelling process consists of conceptual 
independent modelling (CIM), platform inde-
pendent design (PIM), and platform specific 
design (PSM). Specifically, the modelling pro-
cess involves the design of goals, roles, inter-
actions and domain knowledge models. This is 
followed by deciding the agent types, identify-
ing the agents' knowledge, formulating interac-
tions between agents and determining agents' 
behaviour. In brief, each agent models are de-
scribed as follows.
Goal model. Goal model describes the purpose 
of the system (e.g. system functionality) at a 
higher level of abstraction. The notion of goal 
provides an overview of the functionalities that 
should be achieved by an agent system. Goals 
can be divided into sub-goals. Achieving a goal 
consumes resources and a goal is related to a 
particular role which indicates the actor or agent 
that is involved in achieving the goal [30].
Role model. A role model describes the roles 
involved within an organization. A role model 
is represented as a role schema, which consists 
of the following elements: role name, role de-
scription, responsibilities, and constraints. In 
an organization, people are assigned roles and 
positions to perform specific tasks. A position 
is required to subsume common tasks and sub-
tasks under it.
Domain Model. The domain model represents 
the information that is handled by the system 
as a set of domain entities and the relationships 
between them.
Behaviour model. A behaviour model outlines 
the actions, reactions and responses of diffe- 
rent types of agents [22]. It enables both pro-
active and reactive behaviour to be modelled. 
An agent achieves a goal by performing ac-
tivities. The sequence of activities is modelled 
by means of control flows. A rule is the basic 
behaviour modelling construct. These rules are 
triggered either at the start of activities or by 
conditions that have been fulfilled, or an action 
event caused by external agents. The execution 
of a particular activity is modelled by triggering 
a rule to update the agent's mental state and/or 
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4. Requirement Elicitation of 
Agent-Oriented VSS
A Human-Oriented Method for Eliciting Re-
quirement, HOMER [31] is used to elicit re-
quirements for an agent system. HOMER is 
based on the organization metaphor in "hiring 
a staff" to collect and identify the requirements 
of a given problem. The elicitation questions 
are shown in Table 1. In this case, software 
engineers elicit and reason on various conside- 
rations in recruiting staffs to solve a problem. 
From the answers gathered, the discovered re-
quirements can be easily translated into the goal 
model, role model, organization model and do-
main model based on the guidelines proposed 
by [32]. In other words, the questions described 
in HOMER have a direct realization in the 
ROADMAP goal model and role schema.
Table 1 shows the elicitation answers for in-
truder handling scenario. Several stakeholders 
are involved in working on intruder handling 
scenario. They are the security manager, se-
curity personnel, family members (e.g. house 
owner and family members), visitors and 
neighbors. Each stakeholder has their own role 
and responsibilities. For example, the security 
manager has the responsibilities to observe the 
changes of environment, alert authorized per-
sonnel or house owner upon an intruder de-
tected, by sending a message, as well as by con-
tinuous monitoring and tracking the intruder. 
The information tabulated in Table 1 is used to 
furnish the agent modelling process as elabo-
rated in the following section.
5. Agent Modelling
Within the AOM, three phases are involved in 
modelling a multi-agent system. They are con-
ceptual independent modelling (CIM), platform 
independent design and modelling (PIM) and 
platform specific design and modelling (PSM). 
Section 5.1 presents the conceptual domain 
modelling of intruder handling. Section 5.2 
presents the platform independent design and 
modelling of intruder handling, and finally Sec-
tion 5.3 presents the JADE-based design and 
modelling of intruder handling. All the models 
are presented in the appendix A.
5.1 Conceptual Independent Modelling
The CIM level reflects the early requirements 
and analysis for an agent-oriented system. Re-
quirements analysis is a common stage among 
various agent-oriented methodologies, which is 
used to model agent system at a higher level of 
abstraction as well as to understand and analyse 
the requirements for developing an agent sys-
tem. It is intended to present an overview of the 
system and determine its functionalities. Igno- 
ring it can lead to misunderstanding the system 
in design [33]. Furthermore, the analysis nor-
mally involves activities that provide the con-
text in which the system is to be designed [33]. 
The conceptual domain modelling of intruder 
handling is presented at Stage I: modelling 
goal and role, Stage II: modelling role, Stage 
III: modelling interaction frame and Stage IV: 
modelling domain knowledge.
Stage I: modelling goal and role. Figure 1 
shows the goal model to handle an intruder. 
The notion of goal provides an overview of the 
functionalities that should be achieved by an 
agent system. Goals can be divided into sub-
goals. In addition to functional goals, there are 
quality goals that represent non-functional re-
quirements for the system. Achieving a goal 
consumes resources and a goal is related to a 
particular role which indicates the actor or agent 
that is involved in achieving the goal [22]. A 
role is the position played by an individual in an 
organization. The agent is a software entity that 
is situated in an environment.
In Figure 1, quality goals are incorporated in the 
main goal, indicating that the response needs to 
be appropriate and timely. Three roles are re-
quired to achieve the overall goal: Security Ma- 
nager, Intruder, and Evaluator. The overall goal 
has been decomposed into five sub-goals: "De-
tection", "Identify", "Respond", "Scheduling" 
and "Evaluate". Two quality goals, "Timely de-
tection" and "Accurate identification" are added 
to the "Detection" and "Identify" sub-goals re-
spectively. The "Respond" sub-goal in turn has 
been expanded into two sub-goals: "Greeting" 
and "Communication". The "Communication" 
sub-goal is further divided into eight sub-goals. 
To accomplish these sub-goals, additional roles 
such as police, visitor, security guard, volun-
teer person (RELA), insurance agent, family 
members, immediate neighbour and owner are 
involved.
From HOMER’s question Answer(s)
1.  If you were to hire more staff to handle 
     your current problem, which positions 
     would you need to fill?
1.  Security manager
2.  Security personnel
3.  Family members
4.  Visitors
5.  Neighbours
2.  For each position, we need to collect a "job 
     description":
     (a) What is the purpose of this position? 
           What aspects of the problem will this 
           position solve or partially solve?
1.  Security manager
     •  Observe the environment change.
     •  Alert authorized personnel/person registered in the system 
          of environment change.
     •  Security manager will detect unauthorized person and send 
          an alert message to the house owner, and other registered 
          personnel in the system.
     •  Send location of the threat to the security personnel for 
          further action.
2.  Security personnel
     •  Respond immediately to home security threat.
     •  Go to the location immediately after receiving alert message.
3.  Family members, visitors, neighbours 
     •  Take immediate precaution and stay away from security 
          threat location.
2.  For each position, we need to collect a "job 
     description":
     (b) What tasks will commonly be required?
1.  Security manager
     •  Send an alert message and location to security personnel, 
          home owner, family members, visitors and neighbors.
2.  Security personnel
     •  Go to alert location and investigate the threat.
3.  Family members, Visitors, Neighbors
     •  Stay away from threat location.
2(c).  For each task above:
        i. What sub-tasks make up this task?
1.  Communication
2(c).  For each task above:
        ii. What constraints are there for this task?
Messages not delivered.
2(d).  Which system/people in the company 
          does this person rely upon?
1.  Security manager – relies on intruder detection system(services)
2.  Security personnel – rely on security manager
3.  Family members, visitors, neighbors – rely on security manager
2(e).  Who else in the company relies upon 
          this person?
None
2(f).  What knowledge does this person require 
          to perform his tasks correctly?
1.  Security manager – list of personnel and personal information 
     in the company
2(g).  What resources, existing and new, are 
          required by this person in fulfilling his 
          position?
1.  Image and contact number.
3.  What code of behaviour must be observed 
     by all of your employees?
   (a)  Are there other codes of behaviour for 
          certain positions, and what are they?
None
4.  What other rules and regulations must your 
     company adhere to?
None
Table 1.  Elicitation questions and answers for intruder handling.
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quirements for the system. Achieving a goal 
consumes resources and a goal is related to a 
particular role which indicates the actor or agent 
that is involved in achieving the goal [22]. A 
role is the position played by an individual in an 
organization. The agent is a software entity that 
is situated in an environment.
In Figure 1, quality goals are incorporated in the 
main goal, indicating that the response needs to 
be appropriate and timely. Three roles are re-
quired to achieve the overall goal: Security Ma- 
nager, Intruder, and Evaluator. The overall goal 
has been decomposed into five sub-goals: "De-
tection", "Identify", "Respond", "Scheduling" 
and "Evaluate". Two quality goals, "Timely de-
tection" and "Accurate identification" are added 
to the "Detection" and "Identify" sub-goals re-
spectively. The "Respond" sub-goal in turn has 
been expanded into two sub-goals: "Greeting" 
and "Communication". The "Communication" 
sub-goal is further divided into eight sub-goals. 
To accomplish these sub-goals, additional roles 
such as police, visitor, security guard, volun-
teer person (RELA), insurance agent, family 
members, immediate neighbour and owner are 
involved.
From HOMER’s question Answer(s)
1.  If you were to hire more staff to handle 
     your current problem, which positions 
     would you need to fill?
1.  Security manager
2.  Security personnel
3.  Family members
4.  Visitors
5.  Neighbours
2.  For each position, we need to collect a "job 
     description":
     (a) What is the purpose of this position? 
           What aspects of the problem will this 
           position solve or partially solve?
1.  Security manager
     •  Observe the environment change.
     •  Alert authorized personnel/person registered in the system 
          of environment change.
     •  Security manager will detect unauthorized person and send 
          an alert message to the house owner, and other registered 
          personnel in the system.
     •  Send location of the threat to the security personnel for 
          further action.
2.  Security personnel
     •  Respond immediately to home security threat.
     •  Go to the location immediately after receiving alert message.
3.  Family members, visitors, neighbours 
     •  Take immediate precaution and stay away from security 
          threat location.
2.  For each position, we need to collect a "job 
     description":
     (b) What tasks will commonly be required?
1.  Security manager
     •  Send an alert message and location to security personnel, 
          home owner, family members, visitors and neighbors.
2.  Security personnel
     •  Go to alert location and investigate the threat.
3.  Family members, Visitors, Neighbors
     •  Stay away from threat location.
2(c).  For each task above:
        i. What sub-tasks make up this task?
1.  Communication
2(c).  For each task above:
        ii. What constraints are there for this task?
Messages not delivered.
2(d).  Which system/people in the company 
          does this person rely upon?
1.  Security manager – relies on intruder detection system(services)
2.  Security personnel – rely on security manager
3.  Family members, visitors, neighbors – rely on security manager
2(e).  Who else in the company relies upon 
          this person?
None
2(f).  What knowledge does this person require 
          to perform his tasks correctly?
1.  Security manager – list of personnel and personal information 
     in the company
2(g).  What resources, existing and new, are 
          required by this person in fulfilling his 
          position?
1.  Image and contact number.
3.  What code of behaviour must be observed 
     by all of your employees?
   (a)  Are there other codes of behaviour for 
          certain positions, and what are they?
None
4.  What other rules and regulations must your 
     company adhere to?
None
Table 1.  Elicitation questions and answers for intruder handling.
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Figure 2. Goal model for communication.
Figure 1. The goal model for intruder handling.
Role Name Security Manager
Description To identify and respond to an intruder detected in the house.
Responsibilities
Detect the occurrence of a person in the environment. 
Take an image of the person. 
Compare the image against the database of known people. 
Verify with the owner the identity of the person detected in the environment. 
Contact the police and send the capture image to them. 
Notify each visitor expected that day to stay away. 
Inform the owner that the police are on their way and the visitors have been warned not to enter 
the house.
Constraints
System needs to be provided with photo of the owner, family members, and visitors in advance. 
The camera needs to be installed in a place where a subject is easily detected and image can be 
captured clearly. 
The owner, family members, and visitors must have a communication device in order to receive 
messages.




Figure 3. Interaction-frame diagram for intruder handling.
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In general, the security manager will first start 
the face recognition service to monitor the 
changes of the environment, which includes 
extra object detected in the environment. Once 
the changes are identified, the security manager 
will act as a communicator to establish commu-
nication with other roles/persons as shown in 
Figure 2 with the intention to alert them. The 
"Person" modelled in this system refers to the 
visitor, owner, family members, police, security 
guard, RELA, neighbor, insurance agent and 
any other relevant personnel.
Stage II: modelling roles. Various roles are 
required in achieving the goals within the in-
truder handling. To exemplify it, we present 
a role model of security manager. Table 2 de-
scribes the role model for the security manager. 
The model presents its responsibilities and con-
straints that may restrain the operations while 
serving these responsibilities.
Stage III: modelling interaction. Interaction 
frame diagram is used to generalize the types 
of action events that occur between agents and 
other types of agents. The interaction-frame 
diagram models the possible interactions be-
tween agents for both physical interactions and 
communication. The order in which the agents 
interact or the conditions under which one or 
another alternative interaction occur are not 
mentioned. Figure 3 presents the interaction-
frame diagram for intruder handling.
After determining the agent types, we can now 
capture the interactions between agents of those 
types with the interaction model through an in-
teraction-frame diagram. Interactions can be 
extracted from the responsibilities documented 
in the role schemas. Figure 3 consists of two 
interaction frames: between the agent of a per-
son (intruder) and the security manager, and be-
tween the agent of the security manager and the 
persons (house owner, police, security guard, 
RELA, insurance agent, family members, im-
mediate neighbor and visitor(s)). Messages in 
interaction frames have two modalities: "in-
form" and "confirm". A message of the "in-
form" modality serves to alert another agent 
about an incident. For example, when an un-
known person is detected, the security manager 
will send a message to inform the police agent 
about that. The police agent will then confirm 
the message and respond to the security ma- 
nager accordingly.
Stage IV: modelling domain knowledge. Fig-
ure 4 shows the domain model that describes 
the relationship between different entities or 
roles when an event has transpired. The Per-
sonDescription domain entity caches the visual 
information captured about the person detected 
by the security manager. The security man-
ager compares and matches the captured image 
against his database. The person is regarded as 
an intruder if the system fails to identify him. 
In this case, the person's description will be 
forwarded to the police, who may be able to 
identify the concrete suspect. To identify those 
who are authorized to be in the house such as 
plumbers or electricians, the security manager 
will consult the house schedule in the Hous-
eSchedule domain entity. HouseSchedule do-
main entity stores the start and end times of var-
ious activities that are taking place in the house, 
such as visits by friends and colleagues, family 
celebrations, and calls by service people. The 
schedule is created by the owner.
 
Figure 4. The domain model for intruder handling.
 
Figure 5. Knowledge model for intruder handling.
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5.2 Platform Independent Design and 
Modelling (PIM) for Intruder Detection
The PIM level reflects the design of an agent 
system. Designing an agent-oriented system in-
volves various design activities. An agent con-
sumes resources. To reflect that, domain con-
ceptualization is a design activity for building 
the ontology that is required for agents. This in-
volves activities to identify the concepts, their 
attributes and predicates, and relations between 
the concepts. Design of an agent's internal 
structure involves activities to determine the 
arrangement of information flow, decision con-
trol, and the arrangement of inference steps for 
agent reasoning and action activation. In addi-
tion, interactions between agents are designed 
by detailing communication states of agents 
and presenting the syntax (e.g. messages and 
parameters) for agent communication.
The PIM begins with stage V and stage VI. Af-
ter deciding agents' type in stage V, the next step 
is to convert the domain model into knowledge 
model. To simplify the naming convention, we 
assume that there is a one-to-one direct map-
ping from role to agent type. In other words, 
the role of security manager is mapped to the 
agent type of "securityManagerAgent". With 
this practice, we can focus on the knowledge 
model next.
Stage VI: modelling agent knowledge. The 
knowledge model for the intruder handling 
system is presented in the agent diagram as 
shown in Figure 5. The knowledge model is 
constructed from the domain model in Figure 
4. The knowledge model further elaborates and 
expands the knowledge entities that are used by 
the agents. The PersonDescription object type 
is shared between agents of the SecurityAgent 
and PoliceAgent types. The HouseSchedule 
contains the attributes to store useful data such 
as time, activities and reminder. It is owned 
privately by the SecurityManagerAgent. Secu-
rityManagerAgent will execute the face reco- 
gnition functions, engage the communication 
services and house schedule services. To begin 
the intruder detection process, face recognition 
function is deployed to detect the changes of the 
environment, for instance, in the living room of 
a house. When a change in the environment is 
detected with the presence of an unidentified 
object or person, the securityAgent is notified 
and the communication service is established.
Stage VII: modelling interaction between 
agents. The sequence of interactions between 
various types of agents in handling intruder is 
modelled in Figure 6. The intruder-handling 
function is activated upon the detection of ob-
ject changes or movement by the sensors. This 
will trigger the face recognition function to 
capture the image to determine the threat en-
countered. If the object is unidentifiable, the 
system will send an 'intruder' event notification 
to the SecurityManagerAgent. Then, the Secu-
rityManagerAgent will in turn send an "intruder 
detected" message to the policeAgent, RELA, 
SecurityGuard, the house owner and alert the 
visitors, neighbor, family members, in order to 
stay away from the threat. To ensure a quick re-
sponse, the policeAgent will automatically as-
sign any police within the vicinity to the scene 
to conduct further investigation. The RELA and 
SecurityGuard will also be sent to the location 
to assist in the investigation. During this inci-
dent, the policeAgent will commence commu-
nication with the house owner to update him.
Stage VIII: modelling scenario model. Stage 
VIII presents a more detailed list of actions to 
handle the scenario. This artifact will be used in 
modelling the agent's behaviour using agent-ori-
ented relationship (AOR) behavioural diagram. 
A scenario model consists of a sequence of steps 
labelled with its type, name, role, description, 
and the data it accesses. Each step represents a 
goal, action, percept, or sub-scenario. A sample 
scenario for handling intruder is introduced in 
Table 3. The start of the step is shown in the 
main scenario model and the end of the step is 
the last step of sub-scenario. When an object/
person enters the space within the camera's 
view, the detector will capture the image of the 
object/person (scenario 2) and then analyze or 
identify it using the face recognition program 
(scenarios 3, 4, and 5). It then compares the 
captured image against the database to identify 
the person. If the person is unrecognizable, the 
security manager will notify the house owner of 
the unknown person in the house. At the same 
time, the security manager will send a message 
to the enforcement officer or agent to alert them 
(scenario 7), and warn the family members, visi- 
tors and immediate neighbor to stay away (sce-
nario 8). The security manager will then update 
the house owner on the actions taken (scenario 
9).
Stage VIII: modelling agent behaviour. Fi- 
gure 7 shows a simplified version of the be-
havioural model for intruder handling. The out-
ermost activity is started by rule R1, which is 
triggered by an action event labelled as move 
(?PersonDescription). This modelling con-
struct represents a physical movement of an ob-
ject or person detected by the security agent in 
the form of event. Precision of the sensors is not 
of a concern at this stage of the system engineer-
ing process. Rule R1 also creates an instance of 
the PersonDescription object type within the 
security agent to store important data of the per-
son. "Detect person" activity starts an "Identify 
intruder" sub-activity that triggers rule R2. This 
rule verifies the identity of the person through 
isKnown(PersonDescription) function. If the 
person is unidentifiable, the activity "Respond" 
is executed. The "Respond" activity consists of 
a series of sub-activities which include alerting 
the relevant parties. The activity types modelled 
in the behavioural model should correspond to 
the goals illustrated in the goal model in Figure 
1. This implies that an activity should achieve 
the goal set at the preliminary design stage. For 
example, the "Respond" activity should effec-
tuate the actions to achieve the "Respond" goal. 
R3 and R4 are reaction rules in Figure 7 that 
respond to the sub-activities by initiating com-
munication through messages sent to the rele-
vant recipients.
Progressing forward from conceptual models 
in PIM to more concrete models of PSM, next 
section will demonstrate transformation and 
derivation of the programming constructs based 
on the models presented in this section.
5.3. Platform Specific Modelling and 
Design (PSM) of Intruder Detection 
Scenario
The PSM layer is the lowest level of the system 
design, moving towards implementation. This 
level provides design details that "specify how 
the system is to be implemented in a specific 
platform, architecture, and tool or programming 
 
Figure 6. Interaction sequence diagram from intruder handling.
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language" [22]. It facilitates conversion from 
the PIM models to derive the skeleton programs 
or program templates that reflect the structure 
of the system. The design model is transformed 
from the PIM level based on the guidelines pro-
posed by the author [32].
Stage IX: JADE specific information model. 
Figure 8 shows the snippets of JADE specific 
model for PersonDescription information type 
that was modelled in Figure 5 as the knowledge 
model of intruder handling. As mentioned be-
fore, the agent types IntruderHandler, Police, 
Owner, Visitor, Family Members, Security 
guard, RELA, Neighbour, and Insurance agent 
are represented as the respective agent types 
of JADE. The shared object type IntruderDe-
scription and the private object type Person are 
implemented as the corresponding Java object 
types. The predicate isKnown is converted to a 
method attached to the object type Person. The 
information type of PersonDescription is trans-
formed into the JADE object class while the 
attributes of the information type are declared 






Table 3.  The scenario model for intruder handling.
DESCRIPTION
Condition Step Activity Agent types and roles
Resources Quality goals
When an object/
person enters a 
space that is within 
the camera's view
1 Person walks into a room. 
The system detects that there are 







2 The system identifies the per-
son's presence in the environ-
ment. 
(Scenario 3, 4, or 5)
Identifier/ 
Detector/Person




4 Take an image of the person. Security Manager
5 Compare the image against the 
database of known persons.
Security Manager
6 Inform the owner there is an 
unknown person in the environ-
ment.
7 Contact the law enforcement 




8 Send a stay away message to 





9 Inform the owner that the police 
and other security officers are 
on their way and that their 
family members, visitor and 
neighbour had been warned. 
(Scenario 9)
import jade.content.*;





public int getUserId() {
return Userid;
   }
public String getfirstName() {
return firstName;
   }
public String getlastName() {
return lastName;
   }
//...others information model
}
Figure 8. JADE specific information model for part of the information type of PersonDescription.
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as String data type. The relationship of the Per-
sonDescription linked to the image and device 
used will be implemented with JADE object 
class such as Image and DeviceUsed. Figure 9 
shows part of the face recognition coding that 
captures image, analyzes it and informs the Se-
curityManagerAgent when an unknown person 
is detected. It forms part of the service model 
in JADE.
Stage XI: JADE specific interaction model. 
Figure 10 shows a JADE specific interaction 
model, which is implemented as intruder han-
dling ontology. It models the ontology that is 
shared among the agents during agent interac-
tion by registering the type and properties of 
the entities. The ontology scheme consists of an 
action schema and an information type schema 
to specify the action type and concepts involved 
while handling intruder detection. The action 
schema models the CreatePerson action to crea- 
te a new person object with detail parameters 
of information types as specified in the Person-
Description and the domain type. The object 
members that are set to mandatory indicate that 
all of the attributes must be set as compulsory 
during the agent communication. The JADE 
specific interaction model is a transformation 
of both the interaction model and knowledge 
model that are presented in Figures 8 and 9 re-
spectively.
Stage XII: JADE specific behavioural model. 
Figure 11 partially shows PSM behavioural 
model in respond to intruder detection. Once an 
intruder is detected by the face recognition ser-
vice, the SecurityManagerAgent will send an 
informed message labeled as “Intruder Alert” 
to all agents registered on JADE Yellow Pages.
6. Implementation of Intruder 
Handling Scenario
We presented the modelling of intruder han-
dling in the Section 5. This section presents the 
implementation of intruder handling in JADE, 
a multi-agent programming platform. Figure 
12 shows part of the physical distribution and 
agents of the VSS. All the nodes are connected 
wirelessly with a static IP for face recognition 
service (192.168.1.50), intruder detection sys-
tem (IDS) Main Server (192.168.1.5), Police 
Main Server (192.168.1.4) and dynamic IP for 
agents involved in the scenario.
A webcam is connected to the face recognition 
system. An IDS Main_Server will act as con-
text tier that performs all the work of detecting 
changes in the environment and interpreting the 
data captured to determine the context informa-
tion by securityAgent. When a person enters the 
vicinity under scrutiny, the image recognizer 
(Web camera) detects the presence of a person 
and captures his face. The face recognition ser-
vice extracts the data from the image and sends 
the contextual information pertaining to the 
person detected to the securityAgent. Once the 
person is identified as an intruder, the securi- 
tyAgent sends a message to the ownerAgent to 
further validate the identity of the person. When 
the ownerAgent is unable to recognize the per-
son, the securityAgent will notify the policeMa- 
nagerAgent and securityGuardAgent or RELA 
of the intrusion. Thereafter, the securityAgent 
contacts the scheduled visitorAgent, family 
members, and neighbourAgent to warn them 
to stay away. Meanwhile, the policeMana- 
gerAgent assigns the nearest police officer to the 
scene by comparing the distance in between the 
respective police officer with the scene. Figure 
13 presents the communication between secu-
rityManagerAgent, visitorAgent, familyAgent 
and RelaOfficerAgent during the intructor han-
dling. Meanwhile, Figure 14 presents the sam-
ple of communication between policeMana- 
gerAgent and respective policeAgent.
7. Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper is to intro-
duce AOM for designing and developing an 
agent-oriented video surveillance system. It at-
tempts to validate the feasibility of this metho- 
//some opencv human detection code
void FrameGrabber_Standard(object sender, EventArgs e){
//Get the current frame form capture device
currentFrame = grabber.QueryFrame().Resize(320, 240, Emgu.CV.CvEnum.INTER.CV_INTER_CUBIC);
//Convert it to Grayscale
if (currentFrame != null){
gray_frame = currentFrame.Convert<Gray, Byte>();
//Face Detector
MCvAvgComp[][] facesDetected = gray_frame.DetectHaarCascade(Face, 1.2, 10, 
Emgu.CV.CvEnum.HAAR_DETECTION_TYPE.DO_CANNY_PRUNING, new Size(50, 50));
//Action for each element detected...




Figure 9. Service model for object detection in OpenCV and the sending 




public class IntruderOntology extends Ontology implements IntruderVocabulary {
 private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
// ---------->The name identifying this ontology
public static final String ONTOLOGY_NAME = "Intruder-Ontology";
 // ---------->The singleton instance of this ontology
private static Ontology instance = new IntruderOntology();
   // ----------> Method to access the singleton ontology object
public static Ontology getInstance() { return instance; }




// ------- Add Concepts
// Person
ConceptSchema cs = new ConceptSchema(PERSON);
add(cs, UserProfile.class);
cs.add(PERSON_ID, (PrimitiveSchema) getSchema(BasicOntology.INTEGER), 
ObjectSchema.MANDATORY);
cs.add(PERSON_FIRST_NAME, (PrimitiveSchema) getSchema(BasicOntology.STRING), 
ObjectSchema.MANDATORY);
// House Schedule
add(cs = new ConceptSchema(HOUSE_SCHEDULE), HouseSchedule.class);
cs.add(HOUSE_SCHEDULE_ID, (PrimitiveSchema) getSchema(BasicOntology.INTEGER), 
// ------- Add AgentActions
catch (OntologyException oe) {
      }
   }
}
Figure 10. JADE specific information model for the intruder handling ontology.
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Figure 10. JADE specific information model for the intruder handling ontology.
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dology in developing a complex socio-technical 
system in a qualitative manner. With AOM, we 
can engineer a distributed video surveillance 
system in a systematic manner. The compre-
hensive elaboration and decomposition of the 
models from different perspectives can serve as 
a guideline for novice developer during the de-
velopment of multi-agent system. With AOM, 
there is a possibility to reuse the models in 
maintaining the VSS system. In addition, those 
models can be reused in other similar kind of 
projects in which more investigation is needed 
in the near future. In addition, the integration 
of AOM models with other models is worth 
to explore. This is because some of the AOM 
models are lacking explicit expression. For 
example, the goal model has failed to model the 







public class SecurityManagerAgent extends Agent{
private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
protected void setup() {
AMSAgentDescription [] agents = null;
try {
  SearchConstraints c = new SearchConstraints();
  c.setMaxResults (new Long(-1));
  agents = AMSService.search( this, new AMSAgentDescription (), c );
}
catch (Exception e) {
System.out.println( "Problem searching AMS: " + e );
}
//once the intruder detection event is trigger, the securityAgent will send a messages to others
ACLMessage msg = new ACLMessage(ACLMessage.INFORM);
msg.setContent( "Intruder Alert" );
for (int i=0; i<agents.length;i++)
msg.addReceiver( agents[i].getName() ); 
send(msg);
addBehaviour(new CyclicBehaviour(this){
private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
 public void action() {
 ACLMessage msg= receive();
 if (msg!=null)






Figure 11. JADE behaviour model for securityAgent upon the detected intruder.
the behaviour model has failed to present the 
overall capability of an individual agent. Based 
on our experience, presenting the overall goal 
and goal dependency and capabilities of the 
agent are needed to ease debugging and dis-
cussion with the stakeholders, in which more 
to explore in future. Also, more example can 
be explored like abnormal human behaviour as 
stated in [36].
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